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Meeting Summary: Residential Parking Working
Group Meeting Six
Meeting Date/Time: Wednesday, November 30th, 2016, 7:00 PM – 10:15
PM
Meeting Location: Room 311, Courthouse Plaza (2100 Clarendon Blvd.)
Attendees: Benjamin Spiritos, James Schroll, Michael Perkins, Michelle Winters, Robert Mandle,
Patrick Kenney, Dennis Gerrity, Paul Browne, Neal Kumar on behalf of Sally J. Duran, Stephen Crim,
Susan Bell, Dennis Sellin, Jason Barnett, Bridget Obikoya, Richard Hartman. Jon Kinney and Kedrick
Whitmore, land use attorneys, also attended part of the meeting.

Meeting Notes
Chair James Schroll opened the meeting with a reminder about the December 7th Open House at the
Navy League Building and indicated that he hoped as many Working Group members as possible
would attend. He also asked members to indicate their preference for a January 11th or January 18th
meeting. He then turned the meeting over to Stephen Crim for a review of the Open House format
and continued discussion on the policy framework.

Upcoming Open Houses
Stephen Crim reviewed the open house format for Wednesday, December 7 and Saturday,
December 17:
 Drop-in format, staff will be on hand to engage the public
 Members are encouraged to come to hear from the public and engage in discussion
 Staff is preparing 7 – 8 boards with information about the project will be placed around the
room. Board will include the study area, where we are in the process, Working Group
principles, and strategies under consideration.
 We are seeking feedback on the strategies and want to engage the public in this
discussion.
 Feedback will be brought back to the Working Group for discussion
 Dates/times: 12/7/16, 5:30 – 7:30 p.m. at the Navy League 1st Floor conference room and
12/17, 10:00 a.m. – Noon at the Connection: Crystal City Library at 2100 Crystal Drive
(2117 Crystal Plaza Arcade). Parking is free at the Library.

Presentations
Policy Frameworks First Draft
Note: See slides of this presentation below.
Stephen prefaced his remarks by saying that staff needs guidance from the Working Group (WG) in
several areas: on the three frameworks, how to modify the frameworks or combine elements, data
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sources that might be used to support elements of the frameworks, any relevant data sources with
which Working Group members are familiar, and the kinds of strategies the WG members wants to
include. He also asked whether local Arlington data or data outside of Arlington was preferred.
Stephen recapped guidance from the WG at Meeting 5; staff was asked to develop policies that
incorporate the following strategies:
Transit Overlay Zones
Parking Maximums
Affordable Housing Parking Ratio Reductions
Parking Ratio Reductions for the “bikeability”/w”walkability” of the development site
On-site Shared Parking
Off-site Shared Parking
Parking Ratio Reductions/relief for small development sites
TDM Requirements for both sites with ratios that are low and sites with ratios that are high
Do not consider differences between rental and owner-occupied units.
He then described the method used by staff to develop the policy packages. Staff mapped the strategies
with the principles defined by the Working Group through Meeting Four (Slides 7 and 8). Some
strategies respond better to the principles than others and there is some internal tension between some
of the principles with each other. Next, staff organized the strategies into three packages and identified
local and/or other data sources that could be used to provide support for many of the strategies.
Stephen reviewed the three strategy packages, highlighting the gradations between A, B and C. For
example, Package A has the highest parking ratios (would result in the most parking), would consider
reductions for rail only, requires all required parking to be on-site and would require additional TDM
when the number of spaces per unit falls below a designated threshold. Conversely, Package C has the
lowest parking ratios (and would result in the least parking of the three packages), and an array of
options to reduce parking or modify how and where it is provided. Stephen asked for comments on
whether the packages were different enough and reviewed the options for structuring—unit of
measure, thresholds and reductions for each threshold. Stephen also reiterated the question about local
or non-local data sources to support the options.
Chair James Schroll then asked the Working Group if they had any clarifying questions.
Q: Are there resources for staff to collect new data?
A: No new resources have been allocated for data collection in this project. The Chair noted that Mr.
Neil Kumar had provided parking ratio data from multi-family residential developers.
Q: Developers submit Transportation Impact Analyses (TIA), Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) studies and Transportation Management Plans (TMP) with a lot of data?
A: TIAs come in before construction so the data is early in the process.
Q: Is there a threshold for TIA?
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A: Every project with 100 or more vehicles prepares a TIA.
Q: Is there off-site shared parking reduction data? It will be harder to recommend without this. Are
there examples supported by data? Landlords may want to rent excess parking in the future.
A: Keep in mind that the Working Group is developing policy not zoning ordinance amendment
language. Virtually every County policy document supports shared parking.
Staff noted that some of the zoning ordinances reviewed as part of the Residential Parking Working
Group process allow credits for off-site shared parking, but all of these ordinances have a cap (50%, e.g.)
on the total amount of reduction. No city allows you to buy out 100% of required parking.
The Chair asked staff to present us with the barriers to shared parking.
The Chair suggested that staff should take an initial pass on information pertaining to barriers to off-site
shared parking.
In response to the strategy mapping, one of the Working Group members commented that Principle #5
should more clearly state the benefits of not driving; it appeared that the staff presentation focused on
the second sentence of Principle #5, Furthermore, if parking does not exceed a threshold, no TDM
should be required.

Discussion of Strategy Packages
Several members commented that they liked the flexibility of Package C. There was general consensus
that Package A be eliminated as too restrictive and inflexible.
The Working Group then discussed whether it was better to start with the base zoning requirement for
parking or not. Most of Working Group agreed to use of existing ratios in zoning district as the starting
point. Those who felt it was better to stay with the zoning requirements thought there should be a
number of ways to reduce parking and were concerned that if the recommendation started with a
reduced parking requirement it would be harder for the community to accept. Others felt that the
reduced parking requirement is so common that it would not be an issue. It was noted that the District
of Columbia uses TDM when a developer provides more parking than the requirement to mitigate the
additional driving impacts. Stephen clarified that TDM measures can be used to both reduce parking and
to mitigate reduced parking impacts.
The Working Group discussed transit overlay zones and whether the zones should be restricted to rail
only. Members cited examples where bus service is nearly equivalent to the frequency and duration
(length of service day) of Metro but agreed that frequency and duration were not enough. There was
interest in giving credit for sites near Metro, Metroway and in areas with Premium Bus Service. Staff was
asked if there was data to distinguish between BRT and Metrorail; staff responded that there is not for
Arlington and that such data is likely minimal for cases in the United States since “true” BRT is not
common in the United States.
The Working Group asked Staff to bring back information on Premium Bus Service. The Chair noted
there was some consensus on modes within a given (to be defined) distance. Members expressed some
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concern about how mode reductions would be applied. There was a suggestion that a service quality
index or something like a walk score be applied. The Chair suggested that the group look at the recent
Transit Development Plan update proposal. Stephen summarized the discussion as performance based
and with mode credits, with potential reductions based on types of mode. Each mode would be treated
differently depending on level and quality of service. It was further suggested that the group should
acknowledge that the Corridors have Metro and Premium bus everywhere and thus should have a lower
starting ratio. Stephen confirmed that it would be easier to implement a policy in which all sites in the
Corridor get some reduction to start due to their proximity to transit than in would be to give reductions
based on distances and modes. Members of the Working Group noted that distances are not equivalent
even when the same due to topography and walkability. Staff noted that data on vehicle ownership,
transit and parking help with overall reductions as compared to a method based on transit.
The Working Group discussed parking maximums, noting that a parking cap could be a disincentive to
condominium developments. Several members were concerned that maximums went against the
flexibility they are seeking, and that other tools such as TDM could achieve their objective. The Working
Group concluded that they would eliminate parking maximums from further consideration as a strategy,
but explore other requirements that would disincentivize parking over a certain threshold.
The Working Group considered reductions for affordable housing. It was suggested that the elderly and
disabled have few cars and that housing for the elderly and supportive housing should have separate
considerations from other committed affordable units. The Chair asked what type of data might be
available to distinguish between supportive housing units, affordable units and senior units. The
Working Group then discussed whether it would be better to have a uniform reduction for this type of
housing or one that was based on income tiers (i.e. 60% Area Median Income AMI). Some felt relevant
distinctions could be made and the 60% AMI and 30% AMI levels, and staff were asked to find out when
staff get the information on subsidy depth.
The Working Group then discussed bikeability/walkability as a strategy. The Chair noted that bike and
walk scores differ on different streets. Working Group members commented that bike and walk scores
can be affected by bike lanes, steep hills, physical barriers, service frequency and quality, and the like.
Members questioned whether there was enough variance between area scores to make a difference;
some stressed that all sites in the Corridors merit some reduction. The Chair reminded the group that
this strategy deals with the context around a site whereas the base zoning requirement strategy is site
specific. Members think the Bike Comfort map could provide useful information if it could be updated
enough. Staff was asked to bring the Walk Score map and to review the Walk Score metrics to the next
meeting; Working Group members expressed the opinion that if there is little variability in bikeability
and walkability in the Metro corridors, then it’s not useful to have it as a policy strategy. Stephen Crim
suggested that staff could look at Park Right D.C. website and Alexandria’s Rightsizing parking effort for
other guidance.
The Transportation Demand Management strategy was discussed by the Working Group. It was
pointed out that with no maximums, the role of this strategy changes. Some members were interested
in continuing to use TDM as a tool that allows developers to reduce parking while others felt that
Corridor locations should automatically have reduced parking requirements. Some Working Group
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members expressed that they do not think that TDM requirements actually change behavior, but that
many developers accept these requirements as a cost of doing business in Arlington. The Working
Group concluded that TDM should be required both below and above a threshold TBD.

Next Meeting
Chair James Schroll closed the meeting and reminded everyone about the Wednesday, December
7th Open House and the Wednesday, December 14th Working Group meeting, at 7 PM in Room
715 of 2100 Clarendon Boulevard.

Presentations

As a Working Group, you all have done a lot of work in discussing the basics and background to residential parking policy, and you have put a lot of
thought into guiding principles for your recommendations on parking policy.
We’re excited to be at the point of “putting pen to paper” so to speak with policy options that we can share with you. Tonight, we’d like to accomplish a
few things:
1.
Share with you a set of three draft parking policy frameworks and how we got to those frameworks.
2.
After we share these frameworks with you, we then want you to give us guidance on which frameworks you’d like us to develop further or
tell us if you’d like to see other, modified frameworks developed further.
3.
We want to talk with you about the data sources or references that we can use to elaborate these policy frameworks.
4.
We will ask you if there are other data sources or references that we have not included that we should include, and we want to let you know
where you are most concerned that we have Arlington-specific data sources.
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Here is a diagram that summarizes how we got from Meeting 5 on November 14th to tonight, Meeting Six.
We took your direction at Meeting Five and we did three things:
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Here is a diagram that summarizes how we got from Meeting 5 on November 14th to tonight, Meeting Six.
1.
First, we took a first pass at mapping the strategies that you requested to the principles that you developed.
1.
After you put so much work into them we think it’s important to link or ground these strategies in the principles that you’ve laid
out.
Let’s take a look at this in more detail.

Now this is a rough pass, and you may agree or disagree with how we’ve laid out the principles and the strategies, but I think this is helpful to get us
thinking about how different policy options do and don’t respond to the principles.
So, remember that you developed six principles
Principle 1 was “Recognize that the amount of parking provided in residential projects is a major cost factor affecting a project’s feasibility, contributing
to the cost of housing and the affordability of housing able to be delivered.”
So when we took a look at which strategies would respond more to this principle, we identified that reductions for affordable housing. We identified
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that policies that leave us with few reduction options respond less to this principle, as do strategies that require some sort of contribution or TDM
measures above the Standard Site Plan conditions “base TDM” when reductions occur.
Principle 2: is “be innovative and flexible with parking policy to allow developments to respond rationally to site-specific demand drivers, unique
conditions, and future demand.” We identified that policies which allow for reductions under a variety of conditions respond more to this principle, and
that policies without elements like transit overlay zones respond less to this principle.
Principle 3: Is to provide predictability, and we identified that with off-site shared parking, a policy that responds more to this principle would require
signed agreements for sharing and distance limits.

With Principle Four, parking maximums are the strategy that respond most, while a policy with few reductions responds the least.
Principle five is “Recognize that reducing parking demand will reduce the impact on our roadway infrastructure. Parking policy must balance the
benefits of reduced driving with the potential costs to support the shift to other modes of travel.” In this case, requiring for contributions for bike,
pedestrian, and transit service over the base requirements would respond more to this, while requiring no TDM beyond the base would respond less to
this principle.
Finally, with principle six, we believe that the exclusion of site plan buildings from the residential permit parking program limits the potential for
spillover. [IS THIS STILL HOW WE WANT THIS?]
Now, when we lay these strategies out with the principles, we see where the principles could be opposed to each other, or where a strategy might
respond more to one principle while responding less to another. Here are some examples:
On this screen, we have shown that parking maximums respond more to principle four, but they respond less to principle 2.
We also see that requiring payments for bike, pedestrian, and transit service with reductions would respond more to principle 5 but it would not
respond to principle 1.
Also, principles 2 and 3 are somewhat opposed. A very flexible policy would allow for staff discretion beyond what’s stated in our guidance, while a
predictable policy would not.
Part of the process of making policies will be to reconcile these differences as much as we can.
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Now after mapping the strategies to the principles, we then took the strategies that you requested at Meeting Five and organized them into packages.
1.
We cannot effectively consider every permutation of the eight strategies that you requested, and so we group these strategies
into three groups.
Now what we’re showing you tonight is basic. We haven’t yet put thresholds or numbers or ratios to these policy packages yet, because we want to
focus on the process and strategies to consider before going to numbers.

We organized them so that you have a range of options to consider, with package A offering the least opportunity for parking reductions, and package C
offering the most opportunity for parking reductions and parking maximums.
In packages in A and B, we left out some strategies, and those are in grey boxes. We also modified some strategies for each of the packages so that the
same strategy is different in each package. We’ve highlighted those differences in bold text. So for example, with on-site shared parking, package A
does not allow it. In package B, on-site shared parking is allowed according to a formula or look-up table provided by Arlington, and then in package C, a
developer could also submit results from a mathematical model that may differ from the County’s look-up table.
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So let’s go over each of these packages in a little more detail.
Review….

Now the next step that we need to take is to take these framework strategies and elaborate them with more specificity.
For example, we want to get from the statement “Transit overlay zones for rail only” on the slide before to this table here, that’s marked “package A:
rail only.” The question is, though, how do we set the parameters of that table?

Now the next step that we need to take is to take these framework strategies and elaborate them with more specificity.
For example, we want to get from the statement “Transit overlay zones for rail only” on the slide before to this table here, that’s marked “package A:
rail only.” The question is, though, how do we set the parameters of that table?
There are three elements:
1.
Unit of measure (distance from metrorail)
2.
Thresholds.
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3.

The reduction in parking ratios allowed for each threshold.

We have completed some preliminary research on what resources we might use to define the units of measure, the thresholds, and the reductions for
each threshold, and we want to share with you what we have at this point, and ask two questions:
1.
Do you have any other data sources to offer?
2.
Which are the data sources which you believe it is most important that we have local, Arlington-specific data?
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